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Preface

This IBM® Redbooks® publication helps you to become familiar with the technical changes that were introduced into the Operations areas with IBM z/OS® V2R2.

This book includes the following chapters:

- Chapter 1, “SMFLIMxx parmlib member” on page 1 describes how to set up job cancel decisions and region and MEMLIMIT values, based on the job and its environment.
- Chapter 2, “REGIONX” on page 5 describes the new REGIONX JCL keyword that supports two storage specifications and with which the user can specify values for their below-the-line storage and above-the-line storage needs.
- Chapter 3, “Enhancements in opening data sets” on page 9 describes the ability to have open up to 2,000,000 data sets at a time by address spaces while reducing the allocation time for data sets.
- Chapter 4, “Dynamic APF SMF Record” on page 11 describes the new SMF record that is used to track dynamic APF changes.
- Chapter 5, “Initial program load device number and volume” on page 13 describes the new message that is used to identify the initial program load (IPL) device and volume.
- Chapter 6, “Infoprint enhancements” on page 15 describes the enhancements that were made to Infoprint in z/OS V2R2.
- Chapter 7, “GRS EOODQ Monitor” on page 19 describes the monitor capture diagnostics for problem determination while minimizing the effect to system performance.
- Chapter 8, “BCPii System Management Facilities recording” on page 23 describes the record changes to hardware.
- Chapter 9, “Provisioning based on CPU consumption” on page 25 describes the provisioning that is dynamically based on CPU consumption.
- Chapter 10, “System REXX enhancements” on page 31 describes the new functions and interfaces of System Rexx.

This book is one of a series of IBM Redbooks publications that take a modular approach to providing information about the updates that are included with z/OS V2R2. This approach has the following goals:

- Provide modular content
- Group the technical changes into a topic
- Provide a more streamlined way of finding relevant information that is based on the topic

We hope you find this approach useful and we welcome your feedback.
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SMFLIMxx parmlib member

This chapter describes the new parmlib member SMFLIMxx with which you can set up job cancel decisions and region and MEMLIMIT values that are based on the job and its environment.
1.1 SMFLIMxx overview

To control memory usage by JOBS, systems administrators might decide to implement IEFUSI exit to assign REGION and MEMLIMIT values to jobs and programs that are based on specific information. This configuration ensures that proper amounts of working storage are allocated for user program and system use within an address space.

Although IEFUSI provides the means to control storage, it does not provide an alternative to specify the amount of storage to reserve for system use. It also might require high overhead for changing code to update rules about execution.

z/OS V2R2 introduces a new SMFLIMxx parmlib member with which system administrators can set up job cancel decisions and region and MEMLIMIT values that are based on the job and its environment.

1.1.1 Activation

The new SMFLIMxx parmlib member defines job storage usage and cancel decisions that are often performed by IEFUSI exit. This configuration reduces the number of required updates to IEFUSI exit and the time that is required to perform operation changes.

The following commands can be used to activate and test SMFLIMxx member settings:

- `/SM590000 SMFLIM=(xx)`
  This command is used to activate the SMFLIMxx member at initial program load (IPL) time, where xx is the last two characters.

- `/SM590000 SET SMFLIM=(xx)`
  This command is the operator command that is used command to activate or refresh the SMFLIMxx member without an IPL.

- `/SM590000 SET SMFLIM=(xx,C)`
  This command is the operator command that is used to perform a syntax check, where xx is the last two characters of the SMFLIMxx member. The C keyword performs the syntax check. This command does not activate new SMFLIM rules.

1.1.2 Filters

Within SMFLIMxx member, the following filter keywords can be used to define rules (each keyword has 1 - 8 values):

- JOBNAME
- JOBACCT
- STEPNAME
- STEPCACCT
- PGMNAME
- USER
- JOBCLASS
- SUBSYS
- SYSNAME

You can use “*” and “?” as wildcards for all filter keywords and “%” for SETPACCT/JOBACCT that indicates there are no matches on the remaining fields.
The following keywords define the storage that is available for use below and above the line. The use of these keywords provides a granularity in defining storage:

- **REGIONABOVE**
  This keyword is used to indicate the amount of storage that is available for processing by the JOB above the line. Its values are 1 M - 2 G.

- **REGIONBELOW**
  This keyword indicates the amount of storage that is available for processing by the JOB below the line. Its values are 1 K - 16 M.

- **SYSRESABOVE**
  This keyword reserves a specified amount of extended storage for system use (for functions, such as task termination and SMF recording). Its values are 1 M - 2 G.

- **SYSRESBELOW**
  This keyword reserves a specified amount of non-extended storage for system use. Its values are 1 K - 16 M.

- **MEMLIMIT**
  This keyword specifies the limit on the total size of usable virtual storage that is above the bar in a single address space. Its value can be defined in M, G, T, and P, up to 16384 P.

- **EXECUTE**
  This keyword defines whether the JOB can run. Possible values are YES, CANCEL, CANCELFROMIEFUSI (use decision from IEFUSI), and NOCHANGE (default).

All statements within MEMLIMxx member must start with REGION keyword, followed by set of filter keywords that indicate to which jobs or jobsteps to apply the settings, and one or more settings to apply. Example 1-1 shows a simple implementation to reserve 4 M of storage below the bar and 1 G of storage above the bar for IBM DB2® JOBS.

**Example 1-1   Sample SMFLIM rule**

```
REGION  JOBNAME(DB2*)
REGIONBELOW(4M) REGIONABOVE(1G)
```

If there is more than one rule that applies to a specific job or step, a mix of the settings is used to define the rule with later keywords overriding previous values. Example 1-2 shows a simple configuration in which Storage JOBS that are running ADRDSSU programs have 6 M of storage below the line and a MEMLIMIT of 4 G.

**Example 1-2   Sample SMFLIM override match value**

```
REGION  JOBNAME(STOR*)
REGIONBELOW(6M) MEMLIMIT(1G)
REGION  PGMNAME(ADRDSSU)
MEMLIMIT(4G)
```

**Note:** Although the first rule sets MEMLIMIT for 1 G on STOR jobs, the second matching rule overrides this value.

Consideration must be taken when coding JOBACCT or STEPACCT filters to your rules because they can be omitted or coded in different ways, as shown in the following examples:

- To match a job that does not specify accounting data at all, use the JOBACCT() or JOBACCT(<other job acct strings>) forms.
To match when accounting keyword is present but data is null, use JOBACCT(()) or JOBACCT((),<other job acct strings>).

Use JOBACCT(,()) to cover both options.

Example 1-3 shows a sample implementation of JOBACCTE with the % wildcard. As shown in this example, any JOBS that have DB2 as first account code value are matched and at least two values in account code field.

**Example 1-3 Sample SMFLIM rule**

```plaintext
REGION JOBACCT((DB2,%))
REGIONBELOW(4M) REGIONABOVE(1G) EXECUTE(YES)
```

When SMFLIMxx applies a limit, it writes a multi-line message to the job log, which indicates what changed and where the rule for it originated, as shown in Example 1-4.

**Example 1-4 Sample IEF043I message**

```
IEF043I Actions taken by SMFLIMxx parmlib policy for USI00011 USI00011
  Step region below changed from 00000M to 00001M by policy - SMFLINHA 0005
  Step region above changed from 00000M to 00001G by policy - SMFLINHA 0006
```

### 1.1.3 IEFUSI considerations

IEFUSI can be updated to override SMFLIMxx in all or some cases. A new parameter bit (word 1, bit 4, pointed to from word 5 of the parameter list) bypasses SMFLIMxx.

IEFUSI can be updated to remove all REGION/MEMLIMIT decisions. Be sure to leave in any processing that is required for other exits, such as values that are passed to other IEFUTL or IEFUSO.
CHAPTER 2. REGIONX

This chapter describes the new REGIONX keyword on the JOB and EXEC JCL statements. It also describes the differences and similarities between the REGIONX and REGION keywords.

This chapter includes the following topics:

- 2.1, “REGIONX overview” on page 6
- 2.2, “Use of REGIONX” on page 6
2.1 REGIONX overview

To run their jobs and applications in controlled environments, users want more control over their below-the-line and above-the-line storage requests. Although the old REGION specification can be used to control memory usage, users cannot specify values for below- and above-the-line storage. Because REGION uses its own rules for defining below- and above-the-line values, a user can have more below-the-line storage than they want and less above-the-line storage than they need.

The new REGIONX JCL keyword supports two storage specifications and with which the user can explicitly specify values for their below-the-line storage and above-the-line storage needs. This specification allows an installation to reduce the amount of below-the-line storage that must be available to process jobs.

2.2 Use of REGIONX

You can code the REGIONX keyword on JOB and EXEC JCL statements, but it is mutually exclusive with the REGION keyword. Therefore, if REGIONX is coded in your JOB card, none of the JOB steps can have REGION set, and vice versa.

Note: Although you can have REGION and REGIONX in different steps of your JOB, we suggest you that you avoid this configuration if you do not code it in the JOB card because updates to your JCL can cause the mutually exclusive JCL error.

To define the amount of required storage, you can code below-the-line, above-the-line, or both. Table 2-1 lists possible REGIONX configurations.

Table 2-1 Possible REGIONX configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGIONX configuration</th>
<th>Storage allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REGIONX</td>
<td>Both values default.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONX=1M</td>
<td>1 M storage below-the-line allocation; above-the-line defaults.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONX=(1M)</td>
<td>1 M storage below-the-line allocation; above-the-line defaults.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONX=(,60M)</td>
<td>Storage below-the-line default; 60 M storage above-the-line allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONX=(5M,1G)</td>
<td>5 M storage below-the-line allocation; 1 G storage above-the-line allocation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can code up to five numeric digits and a unit specification for each allocation. K and M are allowed for below-the-line storage, and K, M, and G are allowed for above-the-line storage. In the case of REGIONX on an EXEC statement, either or both of these values can be defaulted to the REGIONX values on the JOB statement if it was specified.

Also, coding REGIONX in your EXEC JCL statement causes it to override any REGIONX values that are defined in the JOB statement. This configuration allows storage requirements to be tailored to a particular job step while allowing the JOB statement specification to act as a default when REGIONX= is not specified on an EXEC statement.
The Example 2-1 shows a sample JCL with REGIONX coded on JOB and EXEC statements. STEP2 requests 4 M of storage below-the-line, which overrides the JOB default of 2 M.

**Example 2-1  REGIONX override**

```jcl
//JOBD JOB TIME=NOLIMIT,MSGCLASS=A,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID,
//        REGIONX=2M
//STEP1 EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
//DASD DD UNIT=3390,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=BH5ST5),DISP=OLD
//TAPE DD UNIT=(VT3590),
//       LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSNAME=KWRES08.DUMP.BH5ST5
//SYSIN DD *
//        DUMP INDDNAME(DASD) OUTDDNAME(TAPE)
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU,REGIONX=4M
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
//DASD DD UNIT=3390,VOL=(PRIVATE,SER=BH5ST6),DISP=OLD
//TAPE DD UNIT=(VT3590),
//       LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSNAME=KWRES08.DUMP.BH5ST6
//SYSIN DD *
//        DUMP INDDNAME(DASD) OUTDDNAME(TAPE)
```

The REGIONX keyword can be used in JOBS and STEPs, including JOBS and procedures that are started by the`START` command. In these cases, the following scenarios are possible:

- For a started job, a REGION or REGIONX specification on the `START` command can replace a REGION or REGIONX specification on the JOB statement.
- For a started procedure, a REGION or REGIONX specification on the `START` command can replace a REGION specification on the JOB statement that is generated internally by `START` command processing.

### 2.2.1 New IEFUSI example

A new sample SMF Step Initiation Exit routine is available on SYS1.PARMLIB to assist customers in configuring their exits to handle REGION and REGIONX keyword.

Customers must rename it to IEFUSI, then customize, assemble, link, and place it into LPALIB so that it can be used.
Enhancements in opening data sets

This chapter describes z/OS V2R2 enhancements on reducing the allocation time.
3.1 Current open data set limits

Application and data growth often translates into a larger and increased number of DB2 tables to handle the amount of data that is created. In z/OS V2R1, up to 200,000 linear data sets can be kept open at a time by DB2. The time to open and close data sets tends to grow when large numbers of data sets are remained open. While there is no change in maximum numbers of open data set in DB2 with z/OS V2R2, z/OS V2R2 provides a reduction in time to open and close data sets when large numbers of data sets are accessed.

3.1.1 Changes in z/OS V2R2

Several changes were implemented to allocation routines to increase the maximum number of open data sets and enhance allocation times.

Now, all bits in SWA Virtual Addresses (SVAs) are used and redefined to be interpreted as an index and not as an offset. This change directly indexes to the appropriate SWA block address look-up table, which reduces elapsed time to open data sets.

In addition, SWA management infrastructure and the allocation's SYSDSN management blocks were moved to storage above the *bar*, which releases space below the bar for application usage.

SYSZTIOT was also updated to shorten exclusive hold time, which improves parallelism.

Usage and invocation

These changes are automatic and transparent to users. IEFQMREQ and SWAREQ services use the new infrastructure and any program can see improved allocation times, if the following conditions are met:

- It uses the S99DXACU (unauth) or S99TIOEX + S99DSABA + S99ACUCB (auth) SVC99 options.
- It provides its own DD names instead of system-generated.
- There are multiple tasks starting SVC99 in parallel.

Functions that are provided in older releases can also be used to improve allocation performance, including S99DASUP and MEMDSENQMGMG.

Migration and coexistence

In a mixed z/OS V2R1 / z/OS V2R2 sysplex environment, customers must ensure that OA45946 and OA46874 are installed on their z/OS V2R1 systems if they intend to use the JES2 INTERPRET=JES function.
Dynamic APF SMF Record

This chapter describes the new System Management Facilities (SMF) record that is used to track authorized program facility (APF) changes that are performed dynamically after an initial program load (IPL).
4.1 Dynamic APF SMF record enhancement

When APF commands are dynamically issued to change APF status for data sets, these changes are not tracked by SMF records. Therefore, changes cannot be monitored.

Starting with z/OS V2R2, a new SMF type 90, subtype 37 record is created whenever a dynamic APF change occurs. This solution provides improved auditability to APF changes.

The SMF record is created for each post-IPL APF change (APF statement in PROGxx, SETPROG APF command, and CSVAPF macro). IPL APF definitions are not tracked by SMF. The following event types are available:

- Add
- Delete
- Change to dynamic format
- Change to static format

The SMF record includes the following fields:

- Function
- Origin (CSVAPF, SET PROG, SETPROG with PROGxx suffix)
- Data set name
- Volume ID
- Timestamp of the operation
- Jobname of the requester
- CHKEY (for example, step name) of the requester
- Console ID of the requester
- Security product user token (Utoken) of the requester
Initial program load device number and volume

This chapter describes the new message that is used to identify the initial program load (IPL) device and volume.
5.1 IPL device number and volume message

Initially loading an incorrect volume is difficult to detect and can cause errors and slow down the IPL process.

A new message is provided in z/OS V2R2 that includes the wanted device number and volser information, which makes it easier to detect an error. Also, it is easier to associate an archived syslog with a specific set of maintenance on a volume.

Example 5-1 shows the new message that is displayed during IPL, where:

- sdddd is the subchannel set ID and device number that is used for the IPL
- vvvvvv is the volume name of the IPL device

Example 5-1 Sample IOS128I message

IOS128I IPL DEVICE: sddd VOLUME: vvvvvv
Infoprint enhancements

This chapter provides describes the enhancements that were made to Infoprint in z/OS V2R2 and includes the following topics:

- 6.1, “TSO/E command for stopping a printer” on page 16
- 6.2, “Start and stop procedures for Infoprint Server daemons” on page 16
- 6.3, “Variable mail inline message” on page 17
- 6.4, “Search output from TSO jobs by using Infoprint Central” on page 17
- 6.5, “Infoprint Central redesign and IBM HTTP Server” on page 18
6.1 TSO/E command for stopping a printer

Starting with z/OS V2R2, TSO users can issue TSO commands to start and stop Infoprint Server-managed output devices. These commands can also be used by an automation tool to perform such tasks.

The new AOPCMND command can be issued from the TSO/E READY prompt, ISPF command shell, batch job, or a started task to start and stop output devices. The command that is shown in Example 6-1 can be used to start a printer that is called “testprinter”.

Example 6-1  testprinter command

```
aopcmnd printer 'testprinter' start
```

Example 6-2 shows the complete syntax of the AOPCMND command (underscored values are the default).

Example 6-2  AOPCMND syntax

```
AOPCMND PRINTER 'printer_definition_name'
{START | STOP [(COMPLETE | HOLD | DELETE)] }
[INVENTORY(inventory_name)]
[XCFQUALIFIER(group_qualifier)]
```

You can use the TSO/E command AOPCMND to start and stop IP IBM PrintWay™ Extended mode printers instead of the use of Infoprint Central. To use the AOPCMND command, authorize the TSO/E command processor by editing the IKJTSOxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB and add AOPCMND to the AUTHCMD list.

6.2 Start and stop procedures for Infoprint Server daemons

Infoprint Server allows the use of JCL procedures to start and stop individual Infoprint Server daemons. System administrators can automate start and recovery actions by using z/OS automation options and simplify operation and procedures for managing Infoprint Server.

In z/OS V2R2, Infoprint Server is including new JCL procedures that can be customized to start and stop some or all of Infoprint Server daemons and obtain Infoprint Server status information.

The following JCL procedures are included in SYS1.IBM.PROCLIB:

- AOPDEMON
  Starts an individual Infoprint Server daemon; for example: START AOPDEMON, TYPE=SSI
- AOPSTAR2
  Starts one or multiple Infoprint Server daemons; for example: START AOPSTAR2
- AOPSTOP2
  Stops one or multiple Infoprint Server daemons; for example: START AOPSTOP2
- AOPSTAT
  Displays information about and the status of Infoprint Server; for example: START AOPSTAT
To use these new procedures, you must ensure that Dynamic configuration is enabled and the Operating Mode field is set to z/OS 2.2 in the ISPF System Configuration panel.

Operating Mode is a new element that was introduced with V2R2 with which users can decide whether new product functions are activated during or after installation.

When Dynamic Configuration is enabled, the element can be set by using the ISPF System Configuration panel (default value is set to z/OS V2R1). When Operating Mode is set to z/OS V2R2, the aopstart EXEC and startdaemons attribute in aopd.conf are ignored.

6.3 Variable mail inline message

Infoprint Server is providing a new function in IP Printway Extended mode with which personalized text can be included in each step of a batch job that is used to send print output via email.

By using this personalization, users can insert customized greeting (such as, “Dear Mr. Jones”) ahead of generated email or a standard email text that accompanies an attachment.

IP Printway Extended mode can include a text job attribute inline as a text string on the first line of an email. This function can be requested with the Inline text attribute field in the printer definition. The new keyword can be used in the following ways:

- For a batch job, with the JCL parameter or the PRTATTRS parameter in the JCL:
  ```
  NAME='Dear Mr. Jones,'
  PRTATTRS='name-text="Dear Mr. Jones,"
  ```

- For an IP or AOPPRINT job, with a -o parameter:
  ```
  o 'name-text="Dear Mr. Jones,"
  ```

- For a NetSpool job, in a data stream as a NetSpool Job Attribute:
  ```
  <<IBMJOBATTR0020name-text=Dear Mr. Jones,
  ```

Example 6-3 shows a JCL example that instructs IP Printway Extended mode to include the name or department in the first line of the email.

```
Example 6-3   Sample JCL

//NAMEOUT OUTPUT DEST=xxx,
// NAME='Dear Mr. Jones',
// PRTATTRS='mail-inline-text-attribute="name-text"
//....
```

6.4 Search output from TSO jobs by using Infoprint Central

Infoprint Server is providing a new function in Infoprint Central to allow searching for output from TSO jobs among JES print jobs.

You can now search for these jobs by using the Work with Print Jobs tab in Infoprint Central and then selecting Find to search any job, including output from TSO jobs. This change applies when searching for JES Print Jobs only.

In JES2, TSO output jobs often have a job ID prefix of TSU.
6.5 Infoprint Central redesign and IBM HTTP Server

Starting with this release, support was removed for IBM HTTP Server Powered by Domino®. Infoprint Central requires changes to work with IBM HTTP Server – Powered by Apache (31-bit version).

To use Infoprint Central, the configuration of IBM HTTP Server – Powered by Apache must be customized, which is shipped with the release.

The IBM HTTP Server – Powered by Apache files are shipped with z/OS V2R2. The default location is: /usr/lpp/ihsa_zos/.31bit/.

Edit and update configuration files for the IBM HTTP Server – Powered by Apache. These files are in the target directory where the HTTP Server was installed. You must make this change before you start the HTTP Server. The following configuration file contains directives that customize the HTTP Server. Add directives to the configuration file so that the HTTP Server can display Infoprint Central web pages, as shown in the following example:

```
conf/httpd.conf
```

When IBM HTTP Server – Powered by Apache is installed, the default environment variable file bin/envvars is created. To use the IBM HTTP Server – Powered by Apache with Infoprint Central, you must customize the environment variable file by adding Infoprint Server-related environment variables at the end of the file.

For more information about Infoprint configuration, see z/OS Infoprint Server Customization Version 2 Release 2, SA38-0691.
This chapter describes the new enhancements to GRS EQDQ that monitor capture ENQ/DEQ diagnostics for problem determination while minimizing the effect to system performance.
7.1 EQDQ Monitor overview

Monitoring and diagnosing ENQ-related errors in z/OS might be difficult without built-in tracing options. The use of GRS EQDQ monitor (ISGAUDIT) provides tracing at the cost of ENQ performance.

New enhancements to GRS EQDQ monitor capture ENQ/DEQ diagnostics for problem determination while minimizing the effect to system performance. It also uses SMF 87 and is more cohesive, understandable filtering than EQDQ Monitor.

7.1.1 Changes in z/OS V2R2

Before you can use new GRS EQDQ capabilities, you must activate SMF Tracing of Type 87 in SMFPRMxx. The following subtypes that can be traced for specific information:

- SYS(TYPE(87(1))) for subtype 1 only: QSCAN
- SYS(TYPE(87(2))) for subtype 2 only: ENQ/DEQ
- SYS(TYPE(87)) for all subtypes

SMF 87 Recording in V2R2 drives SMF exit IEFU84 switching from IEFU85 with OA42221.

In z/OS V2R2, SMF 87 records are no longer cut under the caller’s thread. Instead, SMF type 87 subtype 1 is cut whenever global generic queue scan is issued while subtype 2 has multiple ENQ/DEQ requests per record that are cut within one SMF interval.

Because new records are tracked by SMF, consider planning SMF resources for the new data stream and consider the use of a separate log stream for type 87s to avoid running out of space for other types because SMF 87 subtype 2s can be cut in much greater frequency.

The following subtypes are available in SMF 87:

- SMF 87 Subtype 1 - QSCAN:
  - SMF87RHS: Header
  - SMF87DEF: Self-defining section
  - SMF87REQ: Requester section
  - SMF87QSCAN: Queue scan section
  These subtypes are cut whenever global generic queue scan is issued and are introduced to help track queue scan abusers.

- SMF 87 Subtype 2 - ENQ/DEQ:
  - SMF87RHS: Header section
  - SMF87DEF: Self-defining section
  - SMF87REQ 1 - n: Requester section; includes items, such as PSW, JOBNAME, ASID, TCB, and time of request. New fields added that are specific to ENQ/DEQ.
  - SMF87ENQ 1 - n: Data Section; includes QNAME, RNAME, SCOPE, and other information about the request parameters.

You can set up the filters you want to include or exclude from monitoring in GRSMONxx member. The * and ? wildcard characters can be used in the definition of the filters and the filters can be defined in any sequence. Also, Exclude list trumps Include list.
Example 7-1 shows a sample configuration of GRSMONxx member. Long RNAMEs are supported up to 255 characters.

Example 7-1   Sample GRSMONxx member

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILTER</th>
<th>INCLUDE</th>
<th>ENQDEQ</th>
<th>QNAME(SYSDSN)</th>
<th>RNAME(*)</th>
<th>SCOPE(SYSTEMS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FILTER</td>
<td>EXCLUDE</td>
<td>ENQDEQ</td>
<td>QNAME(*)</td>
<td>RNAME(*)</td>
<td>JOBNAME(MYJOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILTER</td>
<td>INCLUDE</td>
<td>QSCAN</td>
<td>GENERIC(YES)</td>
<td>XSYS(YES)</td>
<td>RNLMATCH(YES)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Avoid FILTER INCLUDE ENQ QNAME(*) RNAME(*) without other modifier because it produces too much data. For more information, see SYS1.SAMPLIB(ISGMON00).

After you enable SMF type 87 records and define the monitor filters, you can control GRS monitoring by using one of the following commands:

- **SETGRS MONITOR=**YES
  Enables the GRS Monitoring with existing filtering.
- **SETGRS MONITOR=**NO
  Disables the GRS monitoring.
- **SETGRS GRSMON=**xx
  Changes the active filters and activates, where xx corresponds to GRSMONxx.
- **MONITOR(YESNO)** keyword in GRSCNFxx
  No GRSMON(_xx) analog in GRSCNFxx.
- Display GRS[,SYSTEM]
  Shows MONITOR status and current GRSMONxx.

There are no migration and coexistence considerations because this solution is a single-system solution.
BCPii System Management Facilities recording

This chapter describes System Management Facilities (SMF) recording capability for BCPii changes to hardware resources.
8.1 BCPii overview

The Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) allows authorized z/OS applications to have Hardware Management Console (HMC)-like control over systems in the process control (HMC) network. It provides a complete communication isolation of networks (intranet and internet) from the process control (HMC) network.

You can use HWISET API to set Support Element (SE) and HMC attributes. You can also use HWICMD API to perform commands against an HMC-managed object that is associated with CPCs and CPC images (LPARs).

8.2 New SMF type 106 record

New to z/OS V2R2, SMF type 106 records are now written when a HWISET or HWICMD APIs are successfully called. This function provides sufficient audit information to know what resources were modified by BCPii applications.

The SMF type 106 record holds information about Connection Type of the HWISET or HWICMD request, CPC Name, Request parameter, ASID, Job name, and User ID. The following subtype records (each to cover one API) are available:

- Subtype 1 provides information about HWISET, including Set type (resource that was modified), Set Type Value Length (length of the value being set), and Set Parameter (the actual value that is set).
- Subtype 2 provides information about HWICMD, including Command Type (command that was issued), Command parameter list passed to BCPii, and Optional XML data sent on request.

To activate SMF recording, you must add the necessary statements to the SMFPRMxx parmlib member for SMF Type 106, and issue the SET SMF=xx command to activate the parmlib changes. Example 8-1 shows some possible configurations for SMFPRMxx member.

Example 8-1  Sample SMFPRMxx configurations

```
SYS(TYPE(106))
SYS(TYPE(106(1)))
SYS(TYPE(106(2)))
SYS(TYPE(106(1:2)))
```

A mapping macro for SMF type 106 is available at SYS1.MACLIB, member HWISMF6A. The following sample formatting JCL is available to handle SMF records, which are available on SYS1.SAMPLIB:

- HWI6AFMT: Copies BCPii SMF Type 106 records from a data set or logstream to a temporary dataset. By using the DFSORT-provided ICETOOL, it sorts the type 106, subtype 1, and subtype 2 records and produces a summary report for the type 106 records and a detailed report for type 106 for subtype 1 and subtype 2.
- HWIRPTMP: SMF type 106 JCL variable map as input to the DFSOR-provided ICETOOL.
Provisioning based on CPU consumption

This chapter describes provisioning that based on CPU consumption, which provides the means to promptly react to high CPC-wide CPU consumption.
9.1 Capacity Provisioning overview

Customers can define Capacity Provisioning Policies for provisioning On Off Capacity on Demand (OOCoD) processor capacity through scheduled activations for anticipated capacity bottlenecks. The policies also can be defined for workload-based activations that are driven by WLM service classes that exceed certain PI limits for unexpected capacity shortages.

In situations where customers consider the central processor complex (CPC)-wide CPU consumption as the primary and sufficient evidence for a processor capacity shortage and cannot identify suitable WLM service classes that can trigger provisioning, the new provisioning-based on CPU consumption provides the means to promptly react to high CPC-wide CPU consumption.

9.1.1 Changes in z/OS V2R2

Specifications for how Provisioning Manager must react to high CPC-wide CPU consumption require the following definitions in Capacity Provisioning:

- **Domain Configuration**
  Defines a Capacity Provisioning management domain that specifies CPCs with processor capacity to be managed and systems in those CPCs that are used to observe the CPU consumption.

- **Policy**
  Defines scopes and rules for changes of Processor Capacity, where the following conditions apply:
  - Processor Scopes define the total number of allowed changes
  - Time Conditions define when increases and decreases of capacity can occur
  - Utilization Conditions specify when a CPC is constraint and should start a step-by-step increase and decrease of processor capacity

The new Policy supporting Utilization Based Provisioning can be defined only in z/OSMF for z/OS V2R2.

**Installation and usage**
This section provides a step-by-step basic configuration of Capacity Provisioning.

**Domain Configuration**
To use Capacity Provisioning-based on CPU usage, managed CPCs must be specified, including a valid OOCoD Record ID. Also, at least one system on the managed CPC must be defined to observe the CPC-wide CPU consumption metrics.
Figure 9-1 shows a sample CPC and Systems configuration from z/OSMF.

![CPC and Systems definition in z/OSMF](image)

**Figure 9-1  CPC and systems definition**

**Policy Definitions**
Before defining your policy, you must consider and answer the following questions regarding CPU and capacity management:

- How much more Processor Capacity should be managed?
- Where and what kind of capacity should be managed?
- When and in which situations should be provisioned?

The information about how much more Processor Capacity is needed is used to define the maximum extra capacity the Provisioning Manager is allowed to manage and to set up step-by-step increments for utilization-triggered or workload-triggered management.

Use Maximum Processor Scope and Rule's Processor Scope options to define how much more processor capacity can be provisioned at most. These settings apply to all defined scheduled activations, workload-based activations, and utilization-based activations. Combinations of scheduled activations, workload-based activations, and utilization-based activations never exceed the maximum activation level.

Figure 9-2 shows a sample configuration for Maximum Processor Scope tab.

![Maximum Processor Scope tab](image)

**Figure 9-2  Maximum Processor Scope tab**
Then, define where and what kind of capacity must be managed in which situation by using
the Utilization Condition tab. This tab can be defined with Workload Condition.

Figure 9-3 shows a sample Utilization Conditions definition.

Next, define where capacity must be managed in one of the following components:
- A CPC that is listed in the active Domain Configuration and with a defined Processor Limit
- Any CPC to apply this condition to all CPCs of the active Domain Configuration and with a
defined Processor Limit

The Provisioning Manager automatically observes suitable systems that are running on that
CPC to monitor CPC-wide CPU consumption data.

Also, define the following type of processor that must be managed:
- General Purpose (CP)
- zIIP
- zAAP

Finally, define the following situations that qualify for provisioning and deprovisioning extra
processor capacity, as shown in Figure 9-4 on page 29:
- Provisioning utilization (%)
  - The CPC-wide CPU consumption level of the specific processor type that must be
    exceeded to trigger provisioning.
- Provisioning duration (minutes)
  - The minimum time during which the CPC-wide CPU consumption must exceed the
    provisioning utilization to trigger provisioning.
- Deprovisioning utilization (%)
  - The CPC-wide CPU consumption level of the specific processor type must fall below this
    limit to trigger deprovisioning of more processor capacity.
De-provisioning duration (minutes)

The minimum time during which the CPC-wide CPU consumption must fall below the de-provisioning utilization to trigger de-provisioning.

**Figure 9-4 Define utilization options**

Unlike the workload condition, the utilization condition-driven activations are triggered by any workload that increases up the CPC-wide CPU consumption.

Provisioning Manager messages on the console about processor capacity changes it starts and of their successful implementation. It does not inform about the starting action or policy element. Example 9-1 shows a sample message.

**Example 9-1 Sample CPO4108I message**

CP04108I Activation of resources for CPC ECL2 successfully initiated:
model 729 (3/0) with 2 zAAPs and 2 zIIPs
CP03030I Command completed successfully for CPC ECL2

**Reporting**

The following reports can be created to monitor Capacity Provisioning activation:

- Monitored CPCs and their relevant processor capacity data
- Current policy with capacity scopes, time frames, and condition settings
- Situations in which utilization qualifies for step-by-step changes of processor capacity
Current processor capacity and Provisioning Manager status regarding a specific CPC and OOCoD Record ID

Listing of all capacity changes that are started by the Provisioning Manager

The following console commands provide more information about CPU consumption, processor capacity, and policy. This information also can be gathered from z/OSMF:

- **MODIFY CPOSERV,APPL=REPORT CONFIGURATION**
  Displays the current Processor Capacity of a CPC.

- **MODIFY CPOSERV,APPL=REPORT POLICY**
  Displays the active policy’s utilization conditions.

- **MODIFY CPOSERV,APPL=REPORT UTILIZATION CPC=ECL2**
  Displays the CPU consumption and detected demands for increasing processor capacity.

- **REPORT UTILIZATION CPC=***
  Displays utilization report for all observed CPCs.
Chapter 10. System REXX enhancements

System REXX (also known as SYSREXX) is a z/OS component that allows REXX execs to be run outside of conventional TSO/E and batch environments.

System REXX execs can be started by using an operator command; for example, it can start IBM MVS™ system commands and receive results in various ways.

This chapter describes new support and enhancements for SYSREXX in z/OS V2R2 and includes the following topics:

- 10.1, “New functions and interfaces for SYSREXX” on page 32
- 10.2, “Use of the new functions and interfaces” on page 34
10.1 New functions and interfaces for SYSREXX

SYSREXX provides the following enhancements in z/OS V2R2:

► New operator commands:
  – Cancel command for SYSREXX execs
  – End AXRnn address spaces
  – Run operator-started TSO=NO SYSREXX execs
  – A clean STOP AXR command support

► The following new parmlib customization keywords are available:
  – A TimeInt keyword to override the time interval default of 30 seconds
  – A MaxTsoServers keyword to change the default of eight servers to a value of 1 - 16.

► A new AXRWTOR function provides the ability for an exec to issue a write to operator with reply (WTOR) and receive the response.

10.1.1 New operator cancel command

You can start a SYREXX exec by using the new OREQTOKEN option, as shown in Figure 10-1.

```
MODIFY AXR,rexxname,OREQ
```

*Figure 10-1 Start a SYREXX exec by using the new OREQTOKEN option*

**Note:** A request token uniquely identifies an in-progress exec.

You can use the request token that is displayed in this case to cancel the REXX exec, as shown in Figure 10-2.

```
MODIFY AXR,SR CANCEL,REQTOKEN=reqtoken
```

*Figure 10-2 Cancel a SYSREXX exec by using its request token*

10.1.2 Stopping all TSO Server address spaces

You can use the MODIFY command that is shown in Figure 10-3 to stop all TSO Server address spaces.

```
MODIFY AXR,SR STOPTSO
```

*Figure 10-3 Stopping all TSO Server address spaces*

Consider the following points:

► Running this command still allows running execs to complete. It also ends the execs if they do not complete within a time threshold (approximately 30 seconds to 1 minute).

► Subsequent AXREXX TSO=YES requests fail with return code 0C and reason code xxxx0C11.
10.1.3 Starting TSO Server address spaces

A new STARTTSO command is available that is the inverse of STOPTSO, as shown in Figure 10-4.

```
MODIFY AXR,SR STARTTSO
```

*Figure 10-4 Starting TSO Server address spaces*

**Note:** This command also can be used to interrupt an in-progress STOPTSO processing.

10.1.4 New TSO parameter on running a REXX

Figure 10-5 shows how to use the new TSO parameter for running a SYSREXX exec with or without TSO setup.

```
MODIFY AXR,rexname,TSO=<NO|YES>
```

*Figure 10-5 Use of new TSO parameter on running a SYSREXX exec*

The default setting for TSO is YES.

**Note:** Operator started TSO=NO execution might be used to run a REXX procedure without POSIX, console, and TSO commands.

10.1.5 Stopping System REXX

In z/OS V2R2, SYSREXX can be stopped by using the STOP command, as shown in Figure 10-6.

```
STOP AXR
```

*Figure 10-6 Stopping system REXX*

Consider the following points:

- This command provides a graceful end that is a much better alternative than the use of the FORCE AXR,ARM command.
- It waits for all in progress execs to complete and ends the execs if they do not complete within a time threshold (of about 30 seconds to 1 minute).
- New SYSREXX execs no longer can be started.
- An operator can still issue MODIFY AXR commands while STOP processing is in progress.

10.1.6 New and changed parmlib options

In z/OS V2R2, the following new parmlib keywords were introduced:

- Option TIMEINT sets the default timeout interval that a SYSREXX exec can run until it is ended.
  It can be used to override the default of 30 seconds.
You can specify a value of 0 - 21474536. A value of 0 means that SYSREXX execs do not time out by default.

- Option MAXTSOSERVERS sets the maximum of TSO Servers.
  You can specify a value of 1 - 16. This value overrides the current default of 8.
- Option MAXWORKERTASKS limit was changed.
  Previously, 4 - 64 tasks were supported. Now, 4 - 32 tasks are supported.
  The default is still 32. An error message is issued if the value specified exceeds 32 and the default is used.

10.1.7 New AXRWTOR function

The new function AXRWTOR provides the ability for an exec to issue a WTOR and receive the response.

Consider the following points:
- The message routing is identical to that of function AXRWTO.
- The message is sent to console name as specified in the CONSDATA keyword of the AXREXX invocation. If CONSDATA is not specified, system default routing attributes apply.

10.1.8 Dependency on RACF passphrase support

Internal EMCS consoles are started at System REXX initialization time instead of when a worker task is created for TSO=NO.

**Important:** Potential deadlocks on SYSZMCS must be avoided when AXREXX is started during CONSOLE LOGON. A possible deadlock still exists for TSO=YES. Therefore, you should not use TSO=YES for parsing IBM RACF® passphrases.

10.2 Use of the new functions and interfaces

In this section, several examples of the new functions are described.

10.2.1 Canceling a SYSREXX exec by using a request token

Figure 10-7 on page 35 shows the use of the new OREQTOKEN option and the use of the token to cancel a SYSREXX exec.
10.2.2 Stopping and restarting TSO Server an address spaces

Figure 10-8 shows excerpts of the SYSREXX status, including the current TSO Server address spaces.

**Note:** Return code C and reason code 0C07 means that the request was canceled.
As shown in Figure 10-10, the new status excerpts show that TSO=YES is disabled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F AXR,SR ST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AXRO2001 SYSREXX STATUS DISPLAY 786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM REXX STARTED AT 09.32.58 ON 07/29/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARMLIB MEMBERS: AXR00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPF: § (SYSPLEX) AXRUSER: IBMUSER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMEINT: 30 TMP: NOT ENABLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSYSTEM: AXR TSO=YES DISABLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSO SERVER SPACES: ACTIVE: 0 TOTAL: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDLE: 0 MAX: 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 10-10  SYSREXX status shows TSO=YES being disabled*

How to restart TSO Servers and receive TSO=YES is shown Figure 10-11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F AXR,SR STARTTSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AXRO211I AXREXX TSO=YES PROCESSING IS RESUMED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F AXR,SR ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXRO2001 SYSREXX STATUS DISPLAY 791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM REXX STARTED AT 09.32.58 ON 07/29/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARMLIB MEMBERS: AXR00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPF: § (SYSPLEX) AXRUSER: IBMUSER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMEINT: 30 TMP: NOT ENABLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSYSTEM: AXR TSO=YES ENABLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSO SERVER SPACES: ACTIVE: 0 TOTAL: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDLE: 0 MAX: 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 10-11  Restarting TSO Server address spaces*

### 10.2.3 Stopping and restarting SYSREXX

In z/OS V2R1, the new SYSREXX function was available to run under the Terminal Monitor Program (TMP) to retrieve unsolicited syslog messages, if wanted. To use the TMP instead of the TSO Environment Service, AXRXWrado must be set up as an authorized command in IKJTSOxx.

**Attention:** This set up must occur before System REXX initialization.

As shown in Figure 10-11, TMP is listed as not enabled. It is assumed AXRXWrado was updated and activated as authorized and needed.

**Note:** The new stop command cleanly recycles SYSREXX and enables the use of TMP.
Stopping and restarting SYSREXX is shown in Figure 10-12.

```
P AXR
AXRO218I STOP AXR COMMAND COMPLETE
AXRO116I SYSTEM REXX IS TERMINATING
...
IEA631I OPERATOR *AXR0174 NOW INACTIVE, SYSTEM=SC74, LU=AXREMCS
...
IEF196I IEF142I IESYSAS AXR - STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000
F AXR,SR ST
IEE341I AXR NOT ACTIVE
S AXRPSTRT
...
$HASP373 AXRPSTRT STARTED
$HASP395 AXRPSTRT ENDED - RC=0000
...
IEE252I MEMBER AXRO0 FOUND IN SYS1.PARMLIB
...
IEA630I OPERATOR *AXR0174 NOW ACTIVE, SYSTEM=SC74, LU=AXREMCS
...
AXRO0102I SYSTEM REXX INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
```

Figure 10-12  Stopping and restarting SYSREXX

Figure 10-13 shows TMP as enabled.

```
F AXR,SR ST
AXRO2001 SYSREXX STATUS DISPLAY 969
SYSTEM REXX STARTED AT 22.34.04 ON 08/07/2015
PARMLIB MEMBERS: AXRO0
CPF: § (SYSPLEX) AXRUSER: IBMUSER
TIMEINT: 30 TMP: ENABLED
SUBSYSTEM: AXR TSO=YES ENABLED
...
```

Figure 10-13  TMP shown as enabled via SYSREXX status display
10.2.4 Showing how to use the AXRWTOR function

Figure 10-14 shows how to issue a WTOR and receive the response.

```plaintext
F AXR,SENDWTOR,T=0
/* REXX using WTOR */ 503
   connect_id = "FIRSTLINE"; lines = Sourceline()
   Do i=1 To lines; Call Axrmlwto Sourceline(i), "connect_id", "D"; End
   Call AXRMlwto, "connect_id", "E"
   Call AXRWtor "Reply to this message with any text."
   Call AXRWto "Replied data is:" AxrReply /* Reply stored in AxrReply */
   Exit
   *017 Reply to this message with any text.
   R 17,'This is an arbitrary text.'
   IEE600I REPLY TO 017 IS;'This is an arbitrary text.'
   Replied data is: This is an arbitrary text.
```

Figure 10-14  Sending a WTOR and receiving the response
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